Webinar Committee Conference Call

Date: Thursday, October 31, 2019

Present: Kate Sedey, Joane Wong, Keith Greenberg, Matthew Helland, Gary Messing, Yuhe Egermonye, Julie (LNU) and Pamela Jeffrey

Call Leader: Kate Sedey

Note Taker: Joane Wong

We discussed potential webinar programs for 2020.

Kate proposed a program on bonuses in light of bonus season. Suggestion made to include FLSA regulations dealing with new salary level regulations. This would a based line educational webinar on bonuses.

Matthew will look into all the new salary level regulations, more will be expected to come out soon: joint employment, regular rate issues. There may be opinion letters. Matt has been following the development at the Dept of Labor on new FLSA regulations. These are highly anticipated. Matt will work with Yuhe Egermonye to bring forth the next webinar on these updates.

Next webinar would begin in 2020 due to the holidays coming up.

Gary said he would keep an eye on decisions that are expected to come out in about one hundred federal cases pending on the Janus decision. Gary expects to develop a webinar to give an update.

Julie, Council Liaison, will help Keith Greenberg on the highly anticipated Supreme Court on Sexual Orientation.

Pam Jeffrey called in briefly to ask if we have any questions about the upcoming November 21st Webinar. Panel is scheduled for 3:00-4:30 time slot, and the panelists are concerned about participation. She encouraged us and the ABA to publicize the webinar.